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QUESTION 1

Identify the environmental variable that defines to which ORACLE schema the System Administration responsibility
connects. 

A. GWYID 

B. DBNAM 

C. FNDNAM 

D. FNDCPASS 

E. APPLFENV 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Where can you find the generated report file after running the Validate APPS schema task in the Oracle Applications
R12 E-Business Suite setup? 

A. /admin/.lst 

B. /admin/out/.lst 

C. /admin/out/.lst 

D. /admin//out/.lst 

E. /admin//out/.lst 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 3

AD Administration contains a utility named Maintain Snapshot Information. Which statements correctly describe the
functionality of this utility? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. You can create a copy of an existing snapshot. 

B. You can delete the current view snapshot. 

C. You can create a list of the current view and named snapshots stored in your system. 

D. You can export an existing snapshot to a file for storage or to another system. 

E. You can update the current view snapshot with any changes to the snapshot since the last update. 

Correct Answer: ACDE 
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QUESTION 4

Which four statements are true with respect to the APPS schema? (Choose our.) 

A. It has synonyms to all base product tables and sequences. 

B. Each products schema grants full privileges to the APPS schema. 

C. It contains only its own data objects (tables, sequences, and indexes). 

D. It is the only schema that has universal access to Oracle Applications. 

E. Run-time usage of Oracle Applications is through the APPS schema only. 

F. Data objects for the Applications technology-layer products (FND, AD, and so on) are stored under the APPS
schema. 

Correct Answer: ABDE 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three statements are true? (Choose three.) 

A. adcfgclone.pl must successfully finish on the database tier first. 

B. adcfgclone.pl must successfully finish on the application tier first. 

C. The apps password is required to run adcfgclone.pl on the application tier. 

D. The port pool information is required for running adcfgclone.pl on the database tier. 

E. The system database user password is required to run adcfgclone.pl on the application tier. 

F. adcfgclone.pl can be run in any sequence. It can be run on the database tier first or on the application tier first. 

Correct Answer: ACD 
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